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MEDICEA GALLERIA DEI LAVORI
GRAND DUCAL SEMI-PRECIOUS STONE WORKSHOPS
Ebony casket with semi-precious stone panels in relief, amethyst and gilded bronze
trimming and olive wood interior
26 (h) x 38.5 x 46 cm [10.2 (h) x 15.2 x 18.1 in ]

Florence, end 17th century
Under the supervision of Giovan Battista Foggini (Florence, 1652 – 1725)
Bears an old inventory number on the bottom 1444 and a second Russian inventory number inside:
2566.
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Provenance:

Two ink stamps with characters in the Cyrillic alphabet can be seen on the olive wood lining inside.
These stamps suggest that this precious item may come from an important Russian collection.

Inside of the casket

Lid of the casket

Throughout the 17th and 18th centuries, ebony caskets embellished with flat or relief work in semiprecious stones and, occasionally, with gilded bronze trimming were the most popular luxury
items in the range manufactured by the ancient and prestigious Medici manufactory in the grand
ducal Galleria dei Lavori – this, especially when, during Grand Duke Cosimo III's long reign (1670–
1723) the Galleria's activities experienced an extraordinary surge in productivity.

These

sophisticated gifts would often contain essences and medicaments with the most unusual and
evocative names, such as "fiery unguent", "essence of ambra", or "jasmine balsam". All of this is
amply borne out by a casket in the Principi Corsini family collection in Florence, which was
unquestionably made in c. 1720 to a design by Giovan Battista Foggini (figs. 1–2). Coincidentally,
the Corsini casket also bears a very close resemblance to the casket under discussion in this paper in
terms of the figurative decoration on the semi-precious stone panels adorning it, although in the
Corsini casket they are flat rather than in the more complex relief technique used in the casket
illustrated in this paper.
So as Florence gradually began to lose the extraordinary cultural supremacy that had caused its
name to shine on the world stage for centuries in the field of the so-called "major" arts, the cultural
promotion and diplomatic strategies of the Grand Duke, his interests as a collector and his refined
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and sophisticated taste focusing on the singular preciousness of materials and refinement of
execution, were to lead to an exceptional surge in productivity in semi-precious stonework on the
part of the Galleria dei Lavori. This ancient artistic manufactory, the first in Europe to work
exclusively for a single reigning dynasty, was founded by Grand Duke Ferdinando I in 1588 and set
to work creating furnishings and items in coloured semi-precious stones. It was to become a solid
institution of immense artistic value that was to carry on working for over three centuries. The
venue chosen by the court to house the grand ducal workshops carried within it the seeds of their
future glory, because they were installed on the first floor of Vasari's Uffizi (hence the name
Galleria dei Lavori, or Gallery of Works), remaining there from 1588 to 1798, when they were
transferred to the former convent in Via degli Alfani where the Opificio delle Pietre Dure 1 is still
housed today.

Fig. 1: Galleria dei Lavori, to a design by Giovanni
Battista Foggini, Casket in ebony, semi-precious stones
and gilded bronze c. 1720–30; Florence, Principi
Corsini Collection.

Fig. 2: Lid of the casket in fig. 1 above.

Getting back to the period of interest to us in this paper, Grand Duke Cosimo III set aside huge sums
of money for the creation of an enormous amount of valuable items – including just such objects as
this ebony casket adorned with semi-precious stonework – intended as gifts for the ruling houses
and powerful families of Europe. Recent studies have shed light, for instance, on the considerable
number of grand ducal caskets to be found on English soil 2.
1

A. M. Giusti, Pietre dure. L’arte europea del mosaico negli arredi e nelle decorazioni dal 1500 al 1800, preface by A.
González-Palacios, Torino 1992, pp. 35-133.
2 Cf. S. Swynfen Jervis, Pietre Dure Caskets in England, in Makers, Dealers and Collectors. Studies in Honour of Geoffrey de
Bellaigue, The Forniture History Society 2007, pp. 245-265.
3 Cf. A. Giusti, Pietre dure. L’arte europea del mosaico negli arredi e nelle decorazioni dal 1500 al 1800, preface by A.
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This production ensured that the grand ducal manufactory, and thus Florence itself, continued to
enjoy widespread fame and unparalleled qualitative supremacy on the international scene 3.
The extraordinary productivity that was such a feature of the grand ducal workshops' activity
between the end of the 17th century and the first quarter of the 18th, as the close of the glorious
Medici era loomed (the dynasty died out with the death of Gian Gastone in 1737), was given a fresh
boost when sculptor Giovan Battista Foggini was appointed artistic director of the manufactory in
1694, a post he held until his death in 1725. Throughout that time Foggini oversaw all of the
work that the Galleria put out, supplying drawings, designs, models and even, in some cases, the
bronze trimming for individual items 4. The sculptor's genius as a designer – to which his few
surviving notebooks for the period from 1713 to 1718 5 bear ample witness – led to his developing
unprecedented decorative schemes and innovative formal solutions for the ebanists and master
carvers, which prompted a further leap in the quality of the work coming out of the Galleria.
Let us now analyse the casket illustrated in this paper.
Its monumental yet, at the same time, linear and simplified shape together with the unique
decorative schemes adorning it, with the lid and the four sides worked "in relief" with ornamental
semi-precious stone motifs, allow us to date it fairly accurately to between 1710 and 1720.
The structure in ebony lined internally with a precious lining in olive wood and ebony panels, is
enriched externally by panels with semi-precious stone decorations framed by bronze and amethyst
trimming of the highest quality.
The semi-precious stones – including lapis lazuli, chalcedony, and various kinds of agate and jasper
– form compositions in bas-relief with clusters of flowers and fruit interwoven on the long
sides with lapis lazuli ribbons. But the dominant element is amethyst, a material that constitutes the
leitmotif of the entire decorative scheme. This same decorative scheme, produced with the selfsame
relief technique as that found in the casket under discussion in this paper and likewise applied to
panels running around the outside of the casket, may be found in another casket now in the Chute
Collection in an English country house called The Vyne, in Hampshire (fig. 3) (The National Trust).
The casket in question is likely to have been purchased in Italy by John Chute when he lived in
González-Palacios, Torino 1992, pp. 108-115.
A. González-Palacios, Il tempio del gusto – Le arti decorative in Italia fra classicismi e Barocco: il granducato di Toscana e gli
stati settentrionali, 2 voll., Milano 1986: I, pp. 41-47; II, figg. 57-83.
5
Cf. K. Lankheit, Il Giornale del Foggini, in “Rivista d’arte”, n. 34, 1959, pp. 55-92; Disegni di Giovan Battista Foggini,
1652-1725, exhibition catalogue, ed. by L. Monaci, Firenze 1977.
4
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Florence from 1741 to 1745, and the design may certainly be attributed to Foggini's hand 6.

Fig. 3: Galleria dei Lavori, to a design by Giovanni
Battista Foggini, Casket in ebony, semi-precious stones
and gilded bronze c. 1720; The National Ttrust: The
Vyne, Hampshire, Chute Collection.

Fig. 4: Galleria dei Lavori, to a design by Giovanni
Battista Foggini, Casket in ebony, semi-precious stones and
gilded bronze c. 1720; The Minneapolis Institute of Arts.

Similar flower and fruit adornments with the same kind of interwoven tangles, though flat rather
than in relief, appear on caskets in the collection of the Principi Corsini in Florence (mentioned
above; see figs 1–2), in the Minneapolis Institute of Arts (fig. 4) and in a private collection (fig. 5).
The decoration of the casket lid, depicting a gaudy, exotic parrot resting on a vine tendril, recurs in
much of the work that emerged from the Medici's Galleria dei Lavori in the first quarter of the
18th century. It is to be found, for instance, using the same relief technique that we see in the casket
under discussion in this paper, in a panel on one of the sides of a casket in the Staatliche Museum in
Berlin (Kunstgewervemuseum: fig. 6) 7 and in a casket in Carlton House (The National Trust: fig. 7),
while with the "flat inlay" technique, the parrot figure adorns both the lid of the casket in the Corsini
Collection mentioned above (fig. 2) and the central door in a splendid night clock designed by
Foggini and by sculptor Massimiliano Soldani Benzi now in the Getty Museum in Los Angeles (fig.
8) 8.

Cf. Splendori di Pietre Dure. L’arte di corte nella Firenze dei Granduchi, exhibition catalogue (1988-1989), ed. by A.
Giusti, Firenze 1988, cat. 40, pp. 166-167; Baroque 1620-1800. Style in the Age of Magnificence, exhibition catalogue,
London, Victoria &Albert, 2009.
7
Cf. A. González-Palacios, Il tempio del gusto – Le arti decorative in Italia fra classicismi e Barocco: il granducato di Toscana e gli
stati settentrionali, 2 voll., Milano 1986: I, pp. 41-47; II, figg. 1-3.
8
Cf. A. Giusti, Art of the Royal Court. Treasures in Pietre Dure from the Palaces of Europe, exhibition catalogue, The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, ed. by W. Koeppe, New York 2008, cat. 51, pp. 193-194.
6
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The absence of bronzework in relief, in connection with the examples listed, can be attributed to
what the artist was intent on achieving with his design. Both the squared- off, simplified shape with
its sharp, unchamfered right-angled corners and the absence of gilded bronzework in relief are
designed to achieve a feeling of austere sobriety (conveyed also in the monumentality of its
proportions) which sits well with the sophistication and elegance of the adornment in semi-precious
stones enriching it. This kind of casket, with its simpler shape, was to prove a remarkably popular
item in the Galleria dei Lavori's output in the first quarter of the 18th century. Examples of these
items, very similar to the casket illustrated in this paper, are to be found in leading private
collections (figs. 9–10), or in such important museums as the Museo di Capodimonte in Naples (fig.
11).

Fig. 5: Galleria dei Lavori, to a design by Giovanni
Battista Foggini, Casket in ebony, semi-precious stones
and gilded bronze c.
1720–30; Florence, private
collection.

Fig. 7: Galleria dei Lavori, to a design by Giovanni
Battista Foggini, Casket in ebony, semi-precious stones and
gilded bronze c. 1720–30; The National Trust, Carlton
House (RCIN 11895).

Fig. 6: Galleria dei Lavori, to a design by Giovanni
Battista Foggini, Casket in ebony, semi-precious stones and
gilded bronze c.1720–30; Staatliche Museum, Berlin.
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Fig. 8: Galleria dei Lavori, to a design by Giovanni

Battista Foggini and Massimiliano Soldani Benzi, Night Fig. 9: Galleria dei Lavori, Casket in ebony, semi-precious
clock in ebony, semi-precious stones and gilded bronze, stones and gilded bronze c. 1730; private collection.
mechanism by Leonardo van der Vinne, early 18th
century; Los Angeles, The J. Paul Getty Museum.

Fig. 10 : Galleria dei Lavori, Casket in ebony, semi-precious Fig. 11: Galleria dei Lavori, Casket in ebony, semistones and gilded bronze c. 1730; private collection.
precious stones and gilded bronze early 18th century;
Naples,
Museo di Capodimonte.

